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Introduction

Presentation Outline

Monitoring and Evaluation of Public sector policies and
programmes

• Introduction

M&E essential element for:
• ensuring that public sector goals, objectives and
development are achieved through effective
• efficient delivery of public goods and services
• enhanced public sector management and
decision making
• improved accountability and transparency in the
utilization of public resources
• adequately facilitated policy review and planning
processes

• Public Sector Performance Environment
• Monitoring & Evaluation Approach
• KZN Case Study : Creating an innovative and
enabling environment for Delivery on mandate
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Improved Government Performance

M&E in South African Public Service
• In the case of South African public service M&E
becomes:
• a mechanism for demanding greater social
responsiveness as well as ethical responsibility
• enables local stakeholders to measure the
performance of public institutions
• capable of holding institutions responsible for
their actions and interventions.
• information obtained from M&E could potentially
play a crucial role In informing policies and
overall transformation
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•

The Discussion Document (The Presidency, 2009:2) has taken the
approach that it is through leadership and coordinated action by all role
players across all spheres of government that we will achieve a
developmental state.

•

Similarly, in the field of policy management the importance of policy
coherence and policy coordination has come to the fore. The Presidency
(2009:2) states that developing an outcomes-based management system
can be an important mobilizing strategy for coordinated and integrated
service delivery. This should overcome duplication and fragmented services
as well as set a process in place in order to identify gaps in services and
‘blindspots’.

•

Thus, effective monitoring and evaluation is vital to this process. The
Ministry of Performance, Monitoring & Evaluation will play an important role
in setting expectations of improved outcomes across government. It will
drive a results-oriented approach across the three spheres of government
and other organs of state (The Presidency, 2009:16)
6
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Evaluation

MONITORING

Areas of Focus:
• According to the United Nations ACC Task Force, (in
Valadez & Bamberger, 1994: 12),

•

Evaluation should answer specific questions to
guide decision-makers or programme managers.

•

Evaluation should advise whether underlying
theories and assumptions were valid, what
worked, what did not work, and why

•

Evaluation commonly aims to determine
relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, impact and
sustainability.

Monitoring is:
• "A continuous internal management activity whose
purpose is to ensure that the programme achieves its
defined objectives within a prescribed time-frame and
budget “
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Performance Management

Performance Leadership

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Responsiv
e
Governan
ce

Monitoring And Evaluation
&&mManagementGovernment
Performance Management system
Performance Targeting & reporting informs goal setters and budget holders

Departments
Office of Premier
Dept of Health
Dept of Social Development
Dept of Education
Dept of Local Gov and
Traditional Affairs
Dept of Transport
Treasury
Dept of Economic
Development
Dept Arts Culture and
Tourism
Dept of Sport and Recreation
Dept of Agriculture and
Environmental Affairs
Dept of Works
Dept of Community Safety
and Liaison
Dept of Housing

R

Program

Budget

Objectives

What you
spend money
on HR

Economy

Outputs

Outcomes

What you
produce / your
activities

Efficiency

Governan
ce
MMetrics

What you
achieve

Effectiveness

Risk

• Traditionally, we have asked the systems question.
• Rather than develop public managers with the leadership
capacity to improve the performance of their agencies,
we have sought to create performance systems that will
impose such improvements.
• We have sought to create government-wide schemes
that will somehow require performance from all
departments, agencies, and bureaus.
• Thus, we have tended (if only implicitly) to ignore the
leadership question and, instead, have focused on the
systems question

Value for Money
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Four distinct categories of
accountability

Performance Accountability
•
Building Blocks and Essential Practices as set out by Shelley
Metzenbaum (IBM Centre for Government Business)
• Governments around the world are increasingly adopting goals and
measures as a way to improve societal outcomes and enhance
accountability.
• To improve societal outcomes, governments seek to “grow the
good”—the health, safety, well-being, and general quality of life.
• At the same time, they aim to “slow the bad”—harmful or unhealthy
events, risk-raising causal factors, unnecessary costs, wasted time,
fraud, corruption, and incivility.
• To strengthen government accountability, governments seek to
meet four distinct categories of accountability expectations: fiscal,
ethical, democratic, and performance
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•
•

•

Fiscal accountability: Government spends its money as
authorized, with as little waste as possible.
Ethical accountability: Government agencies operate honestly,
without conflict of interest, self-dealing, other forms of fraud, or
abuse of the power of governmental authority.
Democratic accountability: Government agencies do what their
citizens want and need, engaging citi-zens and their elected
representatives in under-standing trade-offs and making wellinformed choices among competing priorities. Government agencies
treat people civilly and courteously, unless there are strong
justifications not to, so people do not resent or resist government
because it has acted in a rude, slow, or inappropriate manner.
Performance accountability: Government agencies and their
employees work intelligently and diligently to deliver effective and
cost-efficient government programs ensuring the active and effective
use of outcome-focused goals
12
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Building Blocks

Building Blocks

Clear, measurable goals
• Goals motivate and drive performance improvement because they
focus, energize, encourage persistence, and stimulate discovery not
only for individuals but also for organizations

• Measurement to motivate, illuminate, and
communicate
Measurement indicates what works and what doesn’t, speeding both
the uptake of effective practices and the discard of ineffective ones.
Measurement also informs both electoral and consumption choices,
serving as a shorthand language facilitating communication between
government and both its citizens and consumers of government
services

Verbal feedback to unleash the power of
goals and measures
• Essential to effective performance management is not
only quantitative feedback in the form of measurement
but also verbal feedback. Well-delivered verbal feedback
boosts confidence that a goal can be met, stimulates
ideas and specific plans about how to meet it, and
reinforces the importance of specific goals
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Integrated Monitoring & Evaluation Management

Essential Practice:Interactive Inquiry
Requires
Capacity
Building

Aligned with the
GWM&E

• When cooperation among many parties is needed to
meet a goal or when relevant expertise exists outside an
organizational unit, a forum that facilitates frequent
interactive inquiry enriches the performance-improving
power of goals and measures.
• These meetings provide an efficient and effective forum
for easing cross-organizational cooperation, delivering
feedback when more than one person has information
relevant to goal attainment, and obtaining quick answers
and advice from managers, peers, and others in the
organization

Proposes an
incremental
approach

National
M&E Forum

Requires
effective
Change
Management

Provincial
Standards based
development

M&E Forum
District
Municipality

Capacity building
at all levels

Local
Municipality

Requires
Sector
Department
engagement &
support

Ward Committee
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Citizen’s
Forum
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Creating the Performance
Framework

Extrinsic Incentives
• Extrinsic incentives in the form of externally
promised rewards and threatened penalties can
motivate, but they can also discourage and
introduce unhealthy fears that compromise
discoveries that lead to performance gains
• Therefore, extrinsic incentives should be used
only in a limited number of circumstances and
applied with great care.
• A reluctant approach to the use of extrinsic
incentives is advisable especially for individuals
but also for organizations
17

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What would it mean to do a better job?
Practice 1: Articulate the organization’s mission.
Proclaim—clearly and frequently—what the organization is trying to
accomplish.
Practice 2: Identify the organization’s most consequential
performance deficit.
Determine what key failure is keeping the organization from
achieving its mission.
Practice 3: Establish a specific performance target.
Specify what new level of success the organization needs to
achieve next.
Practice 4: Clarify your theoretical link between target and mission.
Define (for yourself, at least) your mental model that explains how
meeting the target will help accomplish the mission.
18
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Driving Performance
Improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning to Enhance
Performance

How can we mobilize our people?
Practice 5: Monitor and report progress frequently, personally, and
publicly.
Publish the data so that every team knows that you know (and that
everyone else knows) how well every team is doing.
Practice 6: Build operational capacity.
Provide your teams with what they need to achieve their targets.
Practice 7: Take advantage of small wins to reward success.
Find lots of reasons to dramatize that you recognize and appreciate
what teams have accomplished.
Practice 8: Create “esteem opportunities.”
Ensure that people can earn a sense of accomplishment and thus
gain both self-esteem and the esteem of their peers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Provincial Monitoring & Evaluation
Forum

Introduction to Systems Model
•
•
•
•
•

•

How must we change to do even better?
Practice 9: Check for distortions and mission accomplishment.
Verify that people are achieving their targets in a way that furthers
the mission (not in a way that fails to help or actually undermines
this effort).
Practice 10: Analyze a large number and a wide variety of
indicators.
Examine many forms of data—both quantitative and qualitative—to
learn how your organization can improve.
Practice 11: Adjust mission, target, theory, monitoring and reporting,
operational capacity, rewards, esteem opportunities, and/or
analysis.
Act on this learning, making the modifications necessary to ratchet
up performance again how to improve performance.

The systems model has been regarded as a valuable model to M & E and
policy analysis (Ssentongo, 2004: 18; Cloete, Wissink et al, 2006:40).
It takes into account a holistic view of the public service.
According to Ssentongo, (2004: 18) the systems model of the public sector
recognises that every institution of the public sector is just a cog and it is
necessary to facilitate the other parts to work efficiently.
Ssentongo, (2004: 18) further elaborates that within a systems approach an
appropriate institutional framework is required, with two elements, viz. the
institutional arrangements and an institutional environment.
Appropriate institutional arrangements specifying clear lines of responsibility
for the various sectors and agencies in order to promote demand driven
data generation, compilation and analysis is required. Such arrangements
maximise the benefits arising from specialisation and minimisation of
duplications and overlaps.
On the other, hand the institutional environment would entail defining
standards and putting in place appropriate incentives for the smooth
implementation of M&E in Government (Ssentongo, 2004: 5). He envisages
that these two elements will facilitate the development of a results based M
& E system within the public sector.

•

•
•

•
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Components from the policy network and communities model have
been adopted. Recent theorists have argued that policy decisions
are not always taken by a single decision maker, but are frequently
the outcomes of negotiations between networks of policy
stakeholders in different policy communities which may operate
either inside or outside the public sector ( Bogason & Toonen, 1998,
Borzel, 1998 cited in Cloete, Wissink et al, 2006:43).
These networks may be formalised institutions, but they may be also
informal and ad hoc, eg NEDLAC, an informal discussion forum at
national level.
The Provincial M & E Forum could be regarded as one such forum,
consisting of representative from provincial and municipal
government who meet to coordinate policy decisions around M & E
and feed them back to formalised structures for ratification of the
informal agreements reached (G&A Cluster?).
This structure is already in place in KZN and this approach is
compatible with contemporary participatory process in South Africa
22

Service Delivery Optimization Programme of Action
`Change Management

Public
Sector
Management

`Public sector Regulatory
Framework
Public Sector Transformation
Plan
Accountable Public Sector

Improvement system
intended to optimize
Service Delivery
introduce “Planning
Management” element
Introduce “Forecasting
Management” and
Enhance Performance
Behavior

Challenges in Public Sector Performance
Environment
•
•
•

`Visioning

Public
Servant

Promoting a Development cadre

.
Capacity Building
towards a responsive and
relevant Public servant

Development oriented Public
Servant
Active ,responsive Accountable
Citizenry

Citizenry

Capacity Development towards
active citizenry

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Participation
measures maximized
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A challenge to align within a single department due to difficulties of
achieving organisational cohesiveness in line with the strategy.
Officials are often challenged as to the which business processes
are critical in the value chain and how their activities contribute to
business objectives and what measures really denote success.
Managers could be driving toward departmental goals that actually
undermine higher-level strategy.
Different departments naturally would drive toward different goals.
Different spheres drive different goals.
Natural for managers to drive toward goals and metrics that support
their business units rather than the Province as a whole.
The cumulative effect of misalignment can be dramatic
Lack of alignment increases inefficiencies, risk and competitive
threats (Becca Goren &Jonathan Hornby ,2000).
Without alignment, the organization misses new and innovative
ways to improve strategies for customers.
24
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Institutional Democracy – Critical
Success Factor

Challenges in achieving alignment
• Alignment – the most sought-after benefit and yet the most
elusive. (Horizontal and Vertical alignment including Policy, strategy
,planning, design, implementation and maintenance).
•

The most sought-after benefits related to alignment in public sector
are strategic and cross-sectoral and intersphere alignment, financial
alignment and resource alignment/optimization.

• Newer and more liberating tools of analysis
requires to be developed with the active
participation of communities.
• Only if people are placed at the centre of the
process, however, can the outcomes be relevant
and sustainable.
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Common information management
problems

Data Collection towards Developing a shared
understanding of the business model, value chain &
service delivery path
Evaluate
Nationally
Monitor, Plan
& Coordinate
Strategy

Operational Tracking of
Service Delivery or
Project

Policy

National
(Strategic & Regulatory
Functions)

Planning

•

Large number of disparate information management systems.

•
•
•
•
•

Little integration or coordination between information systems.
Number of legacy systems requiring upgrading or replacement.
Direct competition between information management systems.
No clear strategic direction for the overall technology environment.
Limited and patchy adoption of existing information systems by staff.
Poor quality of information, including lack of consistency, duplication and
out-of-date information.
Little recognition and support of information management by senior
management. Limited resources for deploying, managing or improving
information systems.
Lack of enterprise-wide definitions for information types and values (no
corporate-wide taxonomy).
Large number of diverse business needs and issues to be addressed.
Lack of clarity around broader organisational strategies and directions.
Difficulties in changing working practices and processes of staff.

Design

Service Delivery Path
Provincial
(Provincial Planning &
Coordination
Functions)

Parameters,
Guidelines and
Objectives

Impact

Implement
Changes

Operate

•

Maintain

Local
Budgets, Approved
Projects

Implement
Expansion

Service Delivery
Functions - OPEX)

Functions to Expand Service Delivery
(CAPEX Projects)

Services Delivered
In such a way that the
Functional Objectives
are achieved
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•
•
•
•
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Evaluation
Areas of Focus:
•

Evaluation should answer specific questions to
guide decision-makers or programme managers.

•

Evaluation should advise whether underlying
theories and assumptions were valid, what
worked, what did not work, and why

•

Case Study : Monitoring & Evaluation
Using Provincial Nerve Centre
SAAPAM Conference
2009

Evaluation commonly aims to determine
relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, impact and
sustainability.
29
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Conceptual Framework of the Provincial
Nerve Centre
•

The initiative to establish a Provincial Nerve Centre in KZN was conceived in 2004
moving the Province on the e-Governance road and consolidating the information
technology infrastructure.

•

The main aim of the Provincial Nerve Centre is to provide an automated and integrated
information management system that will help in monitoring and evaluating government
service delivery in KwaZulu-Natal.

•

In order to fulfill its oversight role the Office of the Premier, the Nerve Centre is being
used to store data secured from several data sources such as Departments
administrative data, StatsSA Data, and Persal for performance evaluation.

•

Provincial and Local Nerve centres will be integrated providing for citizenry feedback in
respect of government services pointing to continuous flow of information bottom up and
downward.

•

Feedback and flow of information is particularly important if reflective learning is to be
valued in a PM&E system. Linkages within the framework are achieved by people from
one level attending meetings at other levels.

•

Updating Progress On-line: users can enter all M&E project data and submit project
progress reports on a regular basis directly through the Nerve Centre.

•

Detailed business processes by determine interdependencies across all functional
areas.

Key Objectives of the Nerve Centre
• To enable a single view of the Province (SVOP) for the Premier.
This single view will transcend departmental boundaries and break
down the silo approach to information management.
• To bridge the gap between strategic objectives and the execution
on these objectives. The SAS EIP with its various components will
help to link objectives to tangible outcomes, thereby improving
service delivery.
• The provision of quality reports that will facilitate faster decision
making and thereby improve internal and external stakeholders.
• Enable the department to quantify and measure Departmental
performance and ensure that current service levels are managed
and achieved.
• Provide insight into departmental improvement and integration
opportunities, by providing trend analysis on the operational data
marts.

31
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Spatial Context
• Furthermore, a programme approach in spatial
contexts has been taken by the Chief Directorate
(M & E) to comply with the MTSF and the Green
Paper on National Strategic Planning (2009).
The M & E system adopted ensures that
indicators aggregated to geographical areas at
local district level, thus ensuring localized
planning and that specific needs of communities
are considered in service delivery
33
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Conceptual Framework of the Provincial Nerve
Centre
•

The initiative to establish a Provincial Nerve Centre in KZN was conceived in 2004
moving the Province on the e-Governance road and consolidating the information
technology infrastructure.

•

The main aim of the Provincial Nerve Centre is to provide an automated and
integrated information management system that will help in monitoring and
evaluating government service delivery in KwaZulu-Natal.

•

In order to fulfill its oversight role the Office of the Premier, the Nerve Centre is being
used to store data secured from several data sources such as Departments
administrative data, StatsSA Data, and Persal for performance evaluation.

•

Provincial and Local Nerve centres will be integrated providing for citizenry feedback
in respect of government services pointing to continuous flow of information bottom
up and downward.

•

Feedback and flow of information is particularly important if reflective learning is to be
valued in a PM&E system. Linkages within the framework are achieved by people
from one level attending meetings at other levels.

•

Updating Progress On-line: users can enter all M&E project data and submit project
35
progress reports on a regular basis directly through the Nerve Centre.

•

Key Objectives of the Nerve Centre
•

•
•
•
•

Creating a powerful decision-support tool for high level executives
providing a complete workspace with one-click access to up-to-date
information and simultaneous viewing of all provincial analytical
outputs being displayed through multi level reports using graphics,
charts and maps.
Decisions would be made in holistic context to drive enterprisewide
performance.
Builds organisational intelligence and Knowledge Management for
greater social and ethical accountability.
Applying robust data verification measures in partnership with Stats
SA.
Whole suite of M&E applications integrated on the Nerve Centre

36

Detailed business processes by determine interdependencies across all functional
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Incorporating Data Quality issues in Nerve Centre
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Management: an Iterative
Process
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KZN
DoE

Certification
(SASQAF)
Measurement

KZN
DoH

Etc.

Quality
Declaration

SAS
Business
Intelligence

Reporting
Performance
management

Multiple
Data
Sources

PGDS

Reliable
indicators

Data Collection Process
(SASQAF)
Provincial
indicators
Source : CIDA
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Expectations for the Data Warehouse

Moving from a Focus on Outputs
to a Focus on Outcomes and Review

Decisional
World

Directional dashboard/
Social Budget

Infodir e
Sitad

What we
produce

Who we
impact

What we
wish to
achieve

Previous Focus

access
(DW data)

Registry
Data Marts

Citizens
Economical and manufacturing activities
Employees
Territory (geo-reference)

Operational
World

New Focus
Operational
databases
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KZN Poverty Watch – “What is It”
•

Poverty Watch is a tool to monitor governments poverty policies, strategies,
programmes.

•

Provides a common analysis and data set:
– methods for comparable, comparative, cross-border and dynamic analysis for
sectors , municipalities and other service providers
– capacity to perform robust spatial analysis; and
– mutual understanding of dynamics, trends and attributes of functional regions
and joint areas of impact.
– Community based GIS input using focused groups.

•

Provides reliable information on poverty, which can be used by policy makers and
public sector managers to improve government poverty related policies ,
programmes and initiatives.

•

Provides basis upon communities can monitor their own situation using community
own resource persons.

•

Provides information about Government Poverty Reduction Initiatives: identifies
trends, issues, and opportunities of poverty initiatives drawn from experience .

Training

What we do

Sector
Data Marts

Wages

What we use
to do the work

catalogue
search &
consultation

Turnovers

OUTCOMES

Budget

REACH

Educational services

OUTPUTS

Registry

ACTIVITIES

Administrative fees

INPUT

Building

metadata
compilation &
pubblication

Commerce

WHY?

Public Works

WHO?

Constabulary

WHAT ? HOW ?

Management control
DATA & SERVICES CATALOGUE

How we know how well are we doing
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KZN Poverty Watch
•

•

Provides answers to the following questions:
– Is Government making progress on the eradication of poverty
in KZN?
– Is Government creating civic communities of human dignity
and social inclusion?
– What poverty reduction strategies are helping Government
reduce poverty successfully?
The poverty watch is built in the Nerve Centre with the ultimate
purpose of feeding poverty data, back into policy-making
processes, data for influencing sustainable local economies and
service delivery systems within “wall-to wall” basis.
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Chart 1 Provincial Wide Socio-Economic Status

Nerve Centre Solutions
•

The Nerve Centre Management improved processes for achieving
overall provincial program success by focusing on the following:

•

Business communication of results

•

Measures for performance optimization

•

Insight into prioritization and resource allocation

•

Cost reduction through cost analysis and management, and

•

Collaboration at all levels to collectively improve performance

•

The radar charts used in the analysis focus on distinguishing features of the particular
district, metro and local municipality.

Chart 1, illustrated the difference in the two years of measurement(2001 and 2007). eThekwini metro
showed a particularly different pattern , where it shows relatively low scores of socio-economic factors.
In 2007,An identification in vulnerability, with uThungulu and uMgundundlovu districts having the greatest
increase the state. .Housing scores showed a decrease .
Zululand District showed a decline in the economic factor based on various issues such as
unemployment levels.
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Spatial Perspectives : Agriculture and Land
Reform

HDI and Gini Coefficient
Predictions for KZN

Agricultural Potential
(2006)

INDICATORS :
•

Acres of land under cultivation

•

Number of Productive Community
Gardens

•
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Number of Agri-BEE established

•

Number of jobs created

•

Period

Metric

Number of Agricultural Empowerment
projects

•

•

GINI
Coefficient

2007

2008

2009

value

value

value

Mean

Mean

Mean

The Human Development Index (HDI)
is an index combining normalized
measures of life expectancy, literacy,
educational attainment, and GDP per
capita for countries worldwide
The Gini coefficient (GINI) is a measure
of statistical dispersion most prominently
used as a measure of inequality of
income distribution or inequality of wealth
distribution.

Race
Black

63%

64%

65%

Coloured

48%

49%

49%

Indian/Asian

39%

39%

40%

White

48%

49%

49%

All

50%

50%

51%

Black

48%

50%

51%

Coloured

62%

62%

63%

Indian/Asian

56%

56%

57%

White

84%

84%

84%

All

62%

63%

64%

Race

HDI
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2010 world cup: from the National level to the Provincial
level

The geographical point of view

National government

KZN Monitoring & Evaluation
BI SOLUTION DESIGN

Focus on: 2010 world cup

Metropolitan municipalities

Provincial government
Districts municipalities

The economic perspective
The SMME perspective
The popular perspective

Provincial Nerve Centre
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2010 world cup: the KZN economic strategy:

2010 world cup: an example of National
program
SMME
Microeconomic reform
strategy

Showcasing the Province
Setting up appropriate events for showcasing logistics, infrastructure,
technical/manufacturing ability and key economic sectors

Reports (using demo data)

Access to finance

Zululand

Key economic
Technical/manufacturing
ability
Infrastructure
Logistics

Companies/Persons that attended
Companies/Persons invited

Amajuba

Key economic
Technical/manufacturing
ability
Infrastructure

HR development

Logistics

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Companies/Persons

Infrastructure
District
Amajuba

Technology

Zululand

The SMME perspective

Typology of the Event
Logistics
Infrastructure
Technical/manufacturing
ability
Key economic
Logistics
Infrastructure
Technical/manufacturing
ability
Key economic

Total number Companies/ Companies/
of events
Persons
Persons that
2008
invited
attended
% of success
5
600
450
75%
7
530
470
89%
6
12
10
1

350
1200
2100
1360

200
1150
1950
1250

57%
96%
93%
92%

6
12

350
1200

200
1150

57%
96%

The Events Phase

The Pre-events Phase
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frenquency (monthly,daily,..)

2010 world cup: the KZN
economic strategy

2010 world cup: KZN focus on Tourism
Key principles:
Increase tourism arrivals
Increase tourism expenditure
Tourism

Increase geographical spread
Foster demand driven tourism develepoment
Serve as a catalyst for transformation

Risks
Monitoring the financial resources being made avaiable
Issue of safety
Issue of security
Issue of hygiene impacting
51
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2010 world cup: an example of
report on the participants

2010 world cup: the KZN economic strategy:
Job creation and skills development
Facilities and infrastructure development

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

Reports (using demo data)

Total number of partecipants
Average tickets per spectator
Ratio without ticket vs. with ticket
TOURISM REVENUE
Spend per day
Length of Stay

Budget timeline

Spread of 2010 spectators
The Events Phase

Number of arrivals
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS FOR MATCH
frenquency (monthly,daily,..)
The Pre-events Phase

frenquency (monthly,daily,..)
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2010 world cup: KZN focus on
Tourism

2010 world cup: an example of report on the participants

Examples of Reports (using demo data)
Expected tourism revenue for KZN based on Deat

number of beds required
Domestic Other Province
(other 70% not needing
accommodation)

Output

International

PMA

Type

Description

Content

Frequency/Other

Graph

Linear graph
displaying the
trend

It monitors the
growing of the
number of the
link of
appropriate
linkage tools

Monthly
From January
2008 to December
2009

Number Of
Participants, Tourism
Revenue, Number Of
Participants For Match,
Accommodation
Facilities

Monthly
From January
2008 to December
2009

FIFA

Sponsors

Tabular Report

The total
number of
linkage tools
distinguished
by typology

Total Beds Required

Overview of accommodation in 50km radius from Durban

The Pre-events Phase

frenquency (monthly,daily,..)
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frenquency (monthly,daily,..)

The Pre-events Phase
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PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENT’S 2010 DESIGNATED SENIOR OFFICIALS

Data -> Information -> Knowledge
Public Transport Transversal System
Road Rail Network
Events
Health
Economic Development
Labour and Educational
Administrative-managerial processes

Provincial Treasury

Local Govt.

Health
Community Safety
Social Welfare

Sport and Recreation
Arts, Culture and Tourism

Works
Sport
and Recreation

Education

Transport

Decisions

Art, Culture
and Tourism

Agriculture
& Envir.Affairs
Housing

Economic
Development

Information
Knowledge
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2010 stadiums

2010 Durban Moses Mabhida Stadium

Johannesburg

Ellis Park Stadium

Rustenburg

Johannesburg

Royal Bafokeng Stadium

Soccer City Stadium
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Pretoria
Loftus Versfeld

Durban
Moses Mabhida Stadium

Mangaung/Bloemfontein

Nelspruit

Free State Stadium

Mataffin Stadium

Durban

Polokwane

Cape Town

Moses Mabhida Stadium

Peter Mokaba Stadium

Green Point Stadium

Port Elizabeth 59
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Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium
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61

Data Mainframe
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State of the Art High Technology Data Processing Unit

Provincial Nerve Centre

THANK YOU
Data competence Centre for Provincial & Local Nerve Centres
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